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Dear Alma Scot:
Career development isn’t a one time endeavor, but a task that you will experience and revisit over and over in your
lifetime. There is no one right path.
This manual will walk you through the steps of assessment, exploration, skill building and, finally, the search process.
To stick with the tartan theme, you will navigate the process of choosing your colors and exploring patterns of interest,
learning how to weave the threads together, and then completing the fine details of trying the tartan on and stepping
forward confidently in your career.
You can use this information for years to come, and continue adding new information to your binder as you go. The
Academic and Career Planning staff members are here to help you on your journey, as you explore the different colors
and patterns of your life.
Best wishes,
Ginna Holmes
Director, Academic and Career Planning
Lou Ecken
Career Planning Coordinator
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Just the facts: College graduates make an average of $2.5K more per month than those with only a high school diploma, and over
$1M more in their lifetime. Further, the unemployment rate for college graduates is half as much as those without a degree and
they are 33% more likely to land a new job.
True enough: Earning a degree gives you the foundation to leverage YOUR knowledge, skills, and abilities to do something you
love. The point is, late night studying DOES pay off with huge returns. Yes, these few years of properly balancing academics with
a social life ensure that you will be better able to thrive (not just survive) in the “real world,” resulting in financial and emotional
security, improved health, and greater opportunities to expand.
But what’s the big deal about a degree? You are not the only one to ask that question… so here’s a clue: employers want
individuals with proven accomplishments and a commitment to succeed. Your degree from Alma College will prove that you
possess the skills (such as time management, team performance, problem solving, communication, organization, etc.) to get the
job done. After all, that’s what employers want most of all: someone who can get the job done.
Now that we’re here, what’s next? The question of “What do I want to do when I grow up?” isn’t quite so simple anymore. You
may know what major you will pursue; you may not. You may know what type of profession you’d like to pursue; you may not.
Take advantage of the resources, staff, and tools available at Alma College to get YOU ahead. Uncover methods from developing
an educational plan and choosing a major to landing that first job and surviving the first 90 days. Let’s face it, how you want to
spend your life is completely up to you, but we can help make sure you meet those goals by being informed and prepared to take
on life’s new challenges.

Tasks: ABSORB, OBSERVE, EXPLORE, and ENGAGE
ABSORB – Take a walking tour of the campus. This is going to be one of the most significant locations in your life.
Get to know it by exploring it in-person and online.
OBSERVE – Employ insight as you examine your new environment and get to know your classmates. Despite surface
differences, commonality of personality, goals, and vision unites students.
EXPLORE – Expand your horizons and roam beyond your comfort zone. Be creative in your professional and educational pursuits including classes, extra-curricular activities, study groups, and clubs.
ENGAGE – You are surrounded with the finest of educational resources but it’s up to you to make the most of them.
Set priorities and evaluate which elements of your life can be maximized to make your college experience everything
it can and should be.
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In case you didn’t have a clue:
Due diligence is a term often seen but rarely understood. According to Dictionary.com, due diligence refers to the care a reasonable
person should take before entering in an agreement or transaction with another party. When you accept a position, you are entering
into an agreement to perform. In other words, you accepted the terms of employment so do the very best of your ability, even if
you think you deserve more money, respect, and/or recognition. Diligence is as much about character as it is about developing skills.
For practical purposes, let’s presume you passed the probationary period, your boss is impressed, you’ve surpassed performance
expectations, your peers are eager to work with and around you, and you like the culture and future career prospects (yes, you’ve
performed due diligence). What happens now?
Those around you will expect you to keep the same pace as you did during the first 90 days; now is not the time to slow down and
think you made it. Slowing down is one quick way to lose the ground you’ve worked so hard to attain. Additionally, racing beyond a
three-month period means you will be expected to take on new projects while keeping the ones you mastered.
Here are a few tips guiding you to your one-year anniversary:
¾¾ Do not overpromise what you are able to do. Be realistic and determine what you CAN do.
¾¾ Deliver and, if you are unable to deliver, let your supervisor know immediately.
¾¾ Document achievements (building a case for future evaluations now will pay off) and collect positive comments and e-mails.
¾¾ Keep a healthy balance between work and life away from work.
¾¾ Prioritize multiple requests; high profile projects or clients may need your undivided attention first.
¾¾ Strengthen your reputation by remaining focused.
¾¾ Accept opportunities for growth and professional development.
¾¾ Show that you have the vision to see the bigger picture; be open to new ways.
¾¾ Prove problem solving abilities and, if you can think of ways to reduce expenses or increase revenue, formulate a proposal or
process change (in writing).
¾¾ Build peer and client relationships; few things are more powerful than when your supervisor hears about you from satisfied
clients.
¾¾ Schedule consistent times with your boss to set monthly goals; satisfy those goals.
From the employer’s point of view, they want to see what you are capable of delivering and what goals you have in the organizations
best interest to hold off until due diligence has been completed (by both parties).

Conclusion
Your career goal may already be pretty definite or the decision may lie a year or more in the future. Your path might be arrowstraight or a long and winding road. Whether you follow your original plan or the fourth one after that, stay centered on the constants that remain—those core elements you’ve discovered that are most essential to you. Use these as your guide, and soon you’ll
find yourself with a career in full bloom.
Job searching is a process that requires dedication, commitment, and discipline. This manual is designed to help you build personalized career marketing documents as well as generate contacts, networking opportunities, interviews, and job offers. To compete in
today’s job market, use innovative techniques to position you as the “total package,” expressing unique value and contribution on
paper and in person.
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